It all started with a countryside walk to slowly soak it all in.

The long, warm days were just starting to give way to earlier sunsets, warmer hues, and that familiar golden glow that sets in around us.

Slow Stroll gathers the last of the season’s blooms, skips along and picks up acorns along the way - celebrating the change of seasons, and the beauty of slowing down.

Jump into the rich, autumnal color palette, and create a floral piece centered around the collection’s bouquets - remind yourself of all there is to be thankful for with the illustrations of gratitude in the panel print.
FTD207  Be Thankful & Give Thanks Pillows  
20" x 20"

Panel measures 36" x 44". 
Large squares are approx. 22" x 22.5". 
Small squares are approx. 14.5" x 13.5".

1001 63  3 - count journal
Combined to show print.
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